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Symbiosis 
Style Guide 

(With thanks to Rhian Williams) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This digest is derived from Chapter 11 of the MHRA Style Guide: A Handbook for Authors and Editors, 3rd edn 

(London: Modern Humanities Research Association, 2013). Specifically, this digest uses the ‘Author Date System’ 

explained in 11.4 The full guide can be downloaded for free here: 

http://www.mhra.org.uk/Publications/Books/StyleGuide/download.shtml 
 

If your referencing query is not answered by this digest, please consult the full guide in the first instance.  
 

  

http://www.mhra.org.uk/Publications/Books/StyleGuide/download.shtml
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General Principles 

 
All primary and secondary texts, and any other cultural productions (film, images, artwork, video, website) must 

be fully referenced. Each work should be referenced in two stages: 

 

1) In the Works Cited: a full bibliography-style reference must be given. All works are listed in alphabetical 

order according to author surname. The Works Cited must contain full publication details for every source 

cited. You may include further sources that you have consulted but not cited, but these should be included 

very sparingly and only where relevance is immediately apparent. 

 
2) In text citation: in the body of the essay, an abbreviated citation should appear in brackets immediately 

following the quotation, listing author, date and specific page number. Details are given below. 

 
 

Please follow the examples given below exactly. 

 
In the Works Cited, page numbers are abbreviated thus: p. 123 [i.e. a full stop and a space after ‘p’, followed by the 

number]; or pp. 123–24 for runs of pages [note the use of an en dash, rather than a hyphen]. This abbreviation is NOT 

used for in text citations or for articles in journals (see below). 

 
Titles 

 

 Italics are used for titles of books, plays, journals, titles of films, titles of artworks, substantial musical 

compositions and poems that were published individually rather than in a collection (e.g. Paradise Lost), and 

not otherwise. 

 Single inverted commas and roman (i.e. not italicised) text is used for: 

o titles of poems or short stories that were published as part of a collection 

o titles of chapters within books 

o titles of articles published within journals or online 

o titles of songs 

 

Titles within titles 

When citing a book about a book, use italics for the main title and roman text for the title  within the title. 

 
Example: 

Rattray, Laura. 2010. Edith Wharton’s The Custom of the Country: A Reassessment (London: Pickering and 

Chatto) 

 

In text citation: (Rattray 2010: 78) 

 
Endnotes: 

Endnotes should be used sparingly and only to provide brief points of clarification. Do not use endnotes to give a 

citation in the ‘Author-Date System’. Endnotes should appear at the end of the essay and be indicated in the body of 

the text with a superscript number. Superscript numbers are placed at the end of a sentence, after the final punctuation 

mark. (i.e.: ‘after punctuation’.1) 
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Original date of publication 

For scholarly editions of primary texts, provide the original date of publication in squared brackets. 

 
Example: 

Ford, Madox Ford. [1935] 2009. Provence: From Minstrels to the Machine, ed. by John Coyle (Manchester: 

Carcanet) 

In text citation: (Ford [1935] 2009: 26) 

Poems and Short Stories in Collections 

Poems and short stories from a collection do not require individual listing in the Works Cited. Follow the guidance for 

‘Titles’ above when stating the name of the poem/short story in the text, but beyond this give only the page number 

for the specific quotation being used. 

 

Example: Herd, Colin. 2013. Glovebox (Newton-le-Willows: Knives, Forks and Spoons) 

 
In text citation: (Herd 2013: 32) 

 
Multiple works by same author 

Where listing several works by one author, these should appear in Works Cited in date order. After the first listing, 

replace the author’s name with a long dash. 

 

Example: 

 
Radford, Andrew. 2003. Thomas Hardy and the Survivals of Time (Farnham: Ashgate) 

 

  2010. Mapping the Wessex Novel: Landscape, History and the Parochial in British Literature 1870–1940 

(London: Continuum) 

 
Where the second and subsequent works were published in the same year, label these ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ and so on.  

 
Example: 

 
Streete, Adrian. 2015a. ‘Christian Liberty and Female Rule: Exegesis and Political Controversy in the 1550s’, in  

Biblical Women in Early Modern Literary Culture, 1550–1700, ed. by V. Brownlee and L. 

Gallagher (Manchester: Manchester University Press), pp. 59–74 

 
— 2015b. ‘Calvin, Lucretius and Natural Law in Measure for Measure’, in Shakespeare and Early Modern 

Religion, ed. by D. Loewenstein and M. Witmore (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), pp. 131–154 

 
In text citation: (Streete 2015b: 140) 

 
Use of ‘ibid.’ 

Where referring to the same source consecutively, replace the author name and date after the first mention with 

‘ibid.’: 

 
… the novel is generically intertextual and, as such, requires a particular ‘stylistic analysis’ (Bakhtin 1981: 263) that is 

alert to its ‘diversity of social speech types (sometimes even diversity of languages) and a […] diversity of individual 

voices’ (ibid.: 262) … 

 
Where the reference is to the same page, replace the entire in-text citation with ‘ibid.’: 

 
Like Ruskin, he suggests that ‘artistic work in this model is not an instrumental use of nature as subject and source 

material, but rather a creative interaction with it’ (Mackenzie 2016: 187.), and from here asserts that ‘the formally 

complex, emergent work of art created from this interactive process resists easy hermeneusis and is valued for reasons 

other than utility’ (ibid.). 

 

Anonymous Authors 

To cite any work by an author who is not named, use ‘Anon.’ in place of the author name and include this in your 

Works Cited under ‘A’. Where there is more than one anonymous source for the same year, use the ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ method 

described under ‘Multiple Works by the Same Author’ above. Use (Anon. 1798: 203) and so on for the in text citation.  
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Works Cited Layout 

 
 Works Cited should be single spaced. 

 Do not leave lines blank between each entry. 

 All entries should be left aligned with a hanging indent (where, within each entry, every line after the first is 

indented by one tab space) – see above and full bibliography below. 

 
Images 

Use of images will require discussion with the editors. In the first instance, when illustrating an article with an image 

of artworks or illustrations referred to in the text, include this image as close as possible to the part of the text that 

discusses it, ideally using the ‘wrap text’ function in word (although taking a full page for the image is also fine, as is 

placing it above or below a paragraph). Below this image, label it ‘figure 1’, ‘figure 2’, ‘figure 3’ and so forth and just 

a short title. Then give the full bibliographic-style reference in a ‘List of Figures’, listed in numerical order (not 

alphabetical by source) at the end of the essay, prior to the Works Cited list. In text citations should then just be: 

(figure 1), (figure 2), and so forth. These images do not feature in the Works Cited. 

 
 

You may wish to make your own images of works you are discussing if they are 

installations (such as public poetry), or digital pieces that are hosted online, 

unpublished materials, or similar. In this case, you may take photographs or 

screenshots to produce an image (please crop them appropriately) and use these as 

your ‘figures’. Checking copyright permissions is the responsibility of the 

author. In the ‘List of Figures’, use the following referencing conventions:  

 

 Illustrations: if possible, use the original title given to an illustration (if you 

cannot, provide a descriptive title yourself, ‘illustration of death scene’, and list 

as follows: 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: ‘Fagin in the Condemned Cell’ 

o Cruikshank, George. [1839] 2008. ‘Fagin in the Condemned Cell’, 

in Charles Dickens, Oliver Twist: A Parish Boy’s Progress 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press), p. 431. 

 Artworks: use section 6 below (‘Artworks’) 

 Screenshots of web-based materials: use section 8 below (‘Online Digital 

Media’) 

 Photographs of installations and so forth: use section 6 below (‘Artworks’) and note at the end,  ‘photograph 

©your name’ (or the name of the photographer if it was not you).  

 Photographs of unpublished materials: before including these, contact the journal editors 

(chris.gair@glasgow.ac.uk / t.m.l.scott@reading.ac.uk) for guidance on ethics. If this is appropriate, then you 

should list as much information as you are able to provide, including where you accessed the  source. 

 Commercial images (billboard adverts, film posters, logos etc.): use section 6 (‘Artworks’) below for guidance 

and provide as much information as you can. 

mailto:chris.gair@glasgow.ac.uk
mailto:t.m.l.scott@reading.ac.uk
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1. Books 

 
 1.1: Monographs (texts written by the same author(s) throughout): 

 

Rubric: Author surname, author first name. Date. Title of Book (Place of publication: Publisher) 

 
Example: Gair, Christopher. 2007. The American Counterculture (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press) 

 
In text citation: (Gair 2007: 26) 

 
Where a book has two authors these should be listed as follows: 

 
Example: Dick, Maria-Daniella and Julian Wolfreys. 2013. The Derrida Wordbook (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University 

Press) 

In text citation: (Dick and Wolfreys 2013: 45) 

 1.2: Works in translation: 

 
Rubric: Author surname, author first name. Date. Title of Book, trans. by [translator name] (Place of publication: 

Publisher) 

 
Example: Seel, Martin. 2005. Aesthetics of Appearing, trans. by J. Farrell (Stanford: Stanford University Press) 

 
In text citation: (Seel 2005: 110) 

 

 1.3: Scholarly editions: 

 
Rubric: Author surname, author first name. Date. Title of Edition, ed. by [editor name] (Place of publication: Publisher) 

 
Example: Peake, Mervyn. 2008. Collected Poems, ed. by Robert Maslen (Manchester: Carcanet Press) 

 
In text citation: (Peake 2008: 64) 

 

 1.4: Edited collections: 

 
Rubric: Editor surname, Editor first name. Eds. Date. Title of Collection (Place of publication: Publisher) 

 
Example: 

Goldman, Jane and Bryony Randall. Eds. 2013. Virginia Woolf in Context (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press) 

 
In text citation: (Goldman and Randall 2013: 35) 

 

 1.5: Ebooks 

 
List the kind of digital file at the end of the citation and provide page numbers only if they are fixed and stable.  

 
Example: Welsh, Louise. 2015. A Lovely Way to Burn (London: John Murray). Kindle edition 

 
In text citation: (Welsh 2015: 71) 

 

 1.6: Editions 

 
Where works have been published in more than one edition, list the one that you are using after the title, or after the 

editor/translator name (if present). 

 
Example: 

Williams, Rhian. 2013. The Poetry Toolkit: The Essential Guide to Studying Poetry, 2nd edn (London: 

Bloomsbury) 

 
In text citation: (Williams 2013: 78) 
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 1.7: Multiple volumes 

 
The total number of volumes should be listed after the title, editor/translator, or edition (as appropriate). The date given 

should cover the period during which all volumes were published. If the series is ongoing give ‘2010–’ : 

 
Example: 

Arnold, Matthew. 1960–77. The Complete Prose Works, ed. by R. H. Super, 11 vols (Ann Arbor: University of 

Michigan Press) 

 

In text citation: (Arnold 1960–77: 4.135) 

[Note: the specific volume and the page number for the citation must be given] 

 
 

2. Chapters or articles in books 

 
Note that chapters within monographs (texts authored by the same author(s) throughout) should not be listed separately. 

This section refers only to books where each chapter has a separate author.  

 

 2.1: Chapters within single volume books: 

 
Rubric: Author surname, author first name. Date. ‘Title of chapter’, in Title of Book, ed. by [editor name] (Place of 

publication: publisher), pp. [run of page numbers] 

 
Example: 

Leask, Nigel. 2012. ‘Robert Burns and Latin America’, in Robert Burns and Transatlantic Culture, ed. by S. 

Alker, L. Davis and H. F. Nelson (Farnham: Ashgate), pp. 131–148 

 
In text citation: (Leask 2012: 139) 

 
 2.1: Chapters within books comprising multiple volumes: 

 
Book information is given with the number of volumes included as in 1.7 above. Then give the specific run of page 

numbers for the chapter by first listing the specific volume in which it appears. Note: at this mention, the volume 

number should appear in roman numerals. 

 
Example: 

Gillespie, Stuart. 2015. ‘The Classics in Translation, Publication, and Performance’, in The Oxford History of Classical 

Reception in English Literature, ed. by P. Cheney and P. Hardie, 4 vols (Oxford: Oxford  University Press),  

II, 57–74 

 
In text citation: (Gillespie 2015: 68) 

 

 2.3: Introductions 

 
These should be treated in the same way as chapters in books, using ‘Introduction’ as the title of the chapter.  

 
 

3. Articles in journals 

 
The following information refers to journals published in print. If these are accessed through an online database such as 

JSTOR or LiteratureOnline, cite them as though you had read the print edition – i.e. do NOT provide a URL for the 

site where it is hosted online (these can be very lengthy and cumbersome). A reasonable rule of thumb is that if the 

article features page numbers, it can be cited as a print journal. See 4 below for guidance on how to reference articles 

that exist only online. 

 
Note: do not use ‘in’ for journal articles; provide the volume number in arabic numerals (1, 2, 3 etc.) even if the journal 

uses roman numerals; do not preface the page numbers with ‘pp.’ 

 

 3.1: Citation using volume number alone (where pagination runs across all issues within a volume) 

 
Rubric: Author surname, author name. Date. ‘Title of article’, Title of Journal, volume number: page numbers 
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Example: Randall, Bryony. 2009. ‘”Funny, but no hybrid”: H.D., Tea and Expatriate Identity’, Symbiosis, 

13: 189– 210 In text citation: (Randall 2009: 206) 

 3.2: Articles in journals that are published in parts: 

 
Many journals release several issues across a year of publication; these are either numbered or given monthly or 

seasonal names. For the former list the volume and issue number together as ‘35.2’; for the latter give ‘Spring’ or 

‘Aug.’. 

 
Example 1: 

Kolocotroni, Vassiliki. 2012. ‘Still Life: Modernism’s Turn to Greece’, Journal of Modern Literature, 35.2: 1–24 

 
In text citation: (Kolocotroni 2012: 15) 

 
Example 2: 

Miller, Gavin. 2009. ‘Scotland’s Authentic Plurality: The New Essentialism in Scottish Studies’, Scottish Literary 

Review, 1.1 (Spring/Summer): 157–174 

 

In text citation: (Miller 2009: 163) 

 
 

4. Articles in journals hosted online 

 
These follow a similar rubric to those in 3 above, but you should include a URL and the date of access. If no page 

numbers are given you should give paragraph numbers. 

 
Rubric: Author surname, author first name. Date. ‘Title of Article’, Journal Title, volume.issue <url> [date accessed]: 

no. of paragraphs 

 
Example: 

Ferguson, Christine. 2014. ‘Review of Gowan Dawson and Bernard Lightman (eds). 2012. Victorian Science 

and Literature, 8 vols (London: Pickering and Chatto)’, Review 19 <http://www.nbol- 

19.org/view_doc.php?index=316> [accessed 29 April 2016]: 9 paragraphs 

 
In text citation: (Ferguson 2014: 3 of 9 paras) 

[Note: the date should be the date of publication rather than access and give the specific paragraph if page numbers are 

not used.] 

 
 

5. Articles in newspapers and magazines 

 
Note: For these articles do not list volume or part numbers, place of publication or publisher. Initial ‘The’ or ‘A’ is 

normally omitted when citing English-language newspapers and magazines, with the exception of The Times. 

 
Rubric: Author surname, author first name. Date. ‘Title of Article’, Title of newspaper/magazine, p. or pp. [page 

numbers] 

 
Example: 

Maley, Willy. 4 September 2015. ‘Why a Play Made in Scotland in 1973 is Still Relevant Today’, National, pp. 28– 

29 

 
In text citation: (Maley 2015: 28) 

[Note: give only the year in the in text citation.] 



 

6. Artworks 

References to works of art should include at least the name of the artist (if known), the title of the work in italics, its 

date (if known), and the medium of composition. Depending on the medium, the dimensions (in cm), and a current 

physical location or source may also be given. 

 
Example: 

Whistler, James McNeill. 26 September 1848. Ma Niece!, drawing, 6.9 x 4.5cm <http://www.huntsearch.gla.ac.uk/cgi- 

bin/foxweb/huntsearch/DetailedResults.fwx?collection=whistler&SearchTerm=46005&reqMethod= 

Link> [accessed 2 May 2016] 

 
In text citation: (Whistler 1848) 

 
Example: 

Paolozzi, Eduardo. 1980. Head Looking Up, bronze, 36 x 15 x 23.5, Hunterian Art Gallery, Glasgow 

 
In text citation: (Paolozzi 1980) 

 
 

7. Films 

Include, as a minimum, title, director, distributor and date. 

 
Example: Ford, John (dir.). 1940. The Grapes of Wrath (20th Century Fox) 

 
In text citation: (Ford 1940) 

 
 

8. Online Digital Media 

Include the author, the title in italics, the type of source, the title of the website, the date of publication, the URL, and  

the date of access. 

 
Example: 

Jenkins, Alice. 1 March 2010. ‘Mathematics and Liberal Education in Victorian Cambridge’, online video recording, 
YouTube < https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jJJk-fTEsg> [accessed 4 May 2016]. 

 
In text citation: (Jenkins 2010) [Note: give the year of upload rather than the year of access.] 

 

 
9. Blogs 

 

Blog postings should be cited by URL using Permalinks (even if they repeat most of the title of the posting); 

this should be listed within angled brackets. The date of the posting should be used first and in the body of the 

essay/dissertation, but the date when it was accessed should be listed in the bibliography in squared brackets.  

 

Example: 

Benchimol, Alex and Philip Schlesinger. 30 January 2014. ‘The Future of the Scottish Press’,  

<http://www.mediaplurality.com/2014/01/30/philip-schlesinger-alex-benchimol-the-future-of-the- scottish- 

press/> [accessed 29 April 2016] 

 
In text citation: (Benchimol and Schlesinger 2014) [Note: give the year of publication rather than that of access.] 

 

 9.2: Tweets 

 
Short postings to Facebook or Twitter should be given in full with the same spelling and punctuation used in the 

original; @handles and #hashtags should be listed. Take care to identify originals rather than retweets. Give the writer’s 

name and the date of posting, but not the time and no URL. 

 
Example: 

Borthwick, Dave. [@BorthwickDave]. 20 April 2016. ‘& their blue eyes & grey hood, wings the iridescence of charred 

wood - & the call all star - star towards night’ [Tweet] 

 
In text citation: (Borthwick 2016) 

http://www.huntsearch.gla.ac.uk/cgi-
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jJJk-fTEsg
http://www.mediaplurality.com/2014/01/30/philip-schlesinger-alex-benchimol-the-future-of-the-

